Memorial museum of Chinese pioneers of California find support


— November 26 - According to United States reports, a few days ago Deng Shi Rong (Steve Yee) and the enthusiastic Chinese community leader, CC Yin visited California Public Member Jie. Niluo (Roger Neillo) and Senator David. Babcock (Dave Cox), to request encouragement and support for the construction of the Chinese Museum in order to lead the Chinese Railway Museum Square plan.

Local-born Chinese Dengshi involvement in the prime downtown Sacramento Railway Square plan (Railyard Project) started early this year, and he has been actively promoting the 19th century Chinese laborers, noting their struggles making the railway. The US Chinese hope that the construction of the museum will venerate the contributions and sacrifices on the land dedicated to Chinese ancestors.

Earlier this year, the Sacramento Bee (Sacramento Bee) published detailed coverage of the toil and sweat of Chinese laborers to build Pacific Railway history. The reaction caused excitement with all Chinese people as they understand this tragic story. This omission was attached great importance to the history, and expressed support for the construction of Chinese museum blessing.

It is worth mentioning several major of the mainstream media, including local television interview one of KCRA, Sacramento Bee reported community news feature, "news and comment" (News & Re-view) Special magazine interview, and "World Journal" multiple reports.

California Senator Speaker Pro Tem Yee has shown great interest in the construction of the Chinese museum in the Railyard project to relate to the history of California. In June of this year the state Senate held a public hearing. Speaker Pro Tem Yee invited Chinese history scholars and community leaders and announced this plan and also appealed to all to give support and encouragement.

After the meeting, the mission of the Asian community became familiar with the situation Assistant Diaoqu (Djibril V. Diop), "Friends of the Yee Fow Museum," and Deng Shi Rong (Steve Yee) intensified their plans to set up an Advisory Board. After Deng Shi Rong, and California Public assistants discussed plans with Chinese architect Gordon Chong of joint participation early last month with Chong Partners Architecture. The Advisory Board held construction planning with consultants meeting to further address the establishment of a museum.

In order to obtain full support of all parties, in addition to inviting representatives of various industries and fields, the board is actively lobbying officials at all levels. They hope to venerate this forgotten history of 150 years of the California Chinese ancestors. The Advisory Board seeks the establishment of a Chinese cultural, trade, arts centre for which California residents can be proud.

The Advisory Board will meet again later this month to further progress in the discussion, move forward in building plans, financial partners, and so on.